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Opportunity, Charisma, and an Ill-Defined Mission: Indonesian Nationalism's
Ticket to the Top
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Twenty years before Sukarno declared the independence of Indonesia in 1945, the Indonesian Nationalist

Party had still yet to be founded. Due in part to the cultural and linguistic diversity on the islands, the

concept of “Indonesia” as a single, unified state did not become formed in the public consciousness until

the early 20th century. Opposition to colonial rule was manifested by a variety of Islamist, animist,

communist, and small-scale peasant groups, but it was a group of nationalists under Sukarno’s leadership

who eventually took center-stage in the independence movement. While colonial domination by the

Dutch engendered both resentment towards colonial rule and a new familiarity with Western

socio-political alternatives, the strategic leadership Indonesian nationalists had in Sukarno and the failure

of communist and Islamic alternatives were essential to the rise of a nationalist-led independence

movement. That said, the ability of the Indonesian Nationalist Party (PNI) to declare independence in

1945 was only made possible by the defeat of Indonesia’s colonial oppressors by other major world

powers during WWII and imperial Japanese command’s particular affinity for Sukarno and PNI

leadership.

While exploitative economic and social policies instituted by the Dutch in the East Indies caused

widespread suffering and resentment, opposition to these policies did not necessarily translate into

support for Indonesian independence on such a diverse archipelago. The economic unrest and social

disruption caused by the “Cultivation System” which was imposed on Java in the early 20th century was

revealed to European audiences in E. Douwes Dekker’s novel, Max Havelaar. The Dutch colonial

apparatus diverted frustration with colonial policy onto local tax collectors and enforcers of imperial

policy, many of whom were native Balinese, Javanese, or Chinese immigrants. This in turn led to an

immense social divide between destitute peasants, Dutch colonial officials, and these local profiteers.

Dekker emphasized that in relative terms, “the [Javanese] Regent lives – or is supposed to live – like a

prince. But all this must be paid for” through the abuse of peasant labor.1 Pauperized lower classes paid a

high price to protect Dutch profit margins, but events such as the revolt of an entire village in Gianyar

against their local raja over the tax-regime in May 1917 were part of a much broader pattern of resistance

targeted at the local elite rather than colonial officials, thus dividing the colony rather than uniting it

against Dutch rule.2

2 Geoffrey B. Robinson, The Dark Side of Paradise: Political Violence in Bali, 52-69.

1 Harry J. Benda and John A. Larkin, “Max Havelaar and the Cultivation System,” in The World of Southeast Asia,
126.
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The Netherlands’ self-interested, intentionally divisive policy in the East Indies also extended to the

colonially-imposed legal framework. Lev argues that “in all colonies efficient extraction implied ethnic

specialization and pluralism, but few others, if any, created so exact a legal-institutional configuration of

pluralism as the Netherlands-Indies.”3 The division of the indigenous population and diversion of blame

for their exploitative practices onto local enforcers of their rule was absolutely essential to the survival of

Dutch rule on the archipelago. The Japanese later used Indonesians’ experience of exploitation at the

hands of the Dutch as fodder for Japan’s own racially-divisive strategy of colonial rule, attempting to

garner support under the auspices of pan-Asian solidarity. Suffering under colonial rule certainly

engendered anger and resentment, but the intentionally schismatic nature of colonial policy in the East

Indies meant that other stimuli were necessary to unite the archipelago’s disparate inhabitants against their

Dutch and Japanese colonizers.

The negative experience of colonial rule may have engendered anti-Dutch sentiment, but

Western-educated Indonesians were introduced to modern political ideas and strategies through the

colonial-apparatus, which may in some cases have catalyzed their desire for change. Max Havelaar
revealed the differential treatment of priyayi (the indgineous “nobles of the robe” who staffed the colonial

bureaucracy) in comparison to Indonesian peasants, some of which related to the availability of

Western-style education and opportunities to travel abroad. Some Western-educated Indonesians sought to

join the newly expanded priyayi which under Dutch rule had begun acknowledging education as a form of

social capital, rather than solely inheritance.4 Others became sufficiently inspired by the histories of

European social and reform movements to which they were being exposed that they started their own

reformist organizations. For example, in 1908, students from the only higher education institution in the

Netherlands Indies, a medical college in Batavia, formed Budi Utomo, the first nationalist organization in

the colony.5 Similarly, Muhammad Hatta and Sutan Sjahrir, some of the eventual leaders of the Indonesian

nationalist movement, travelled abroad for their studies and returned with a desire to incorporate Western

modernity into independent Indonesia’s future.6 Despite the fact that by 1930 only 6% of Indonesians

were considered literate, educated priyayyi including Sukarno attended Dutch colonial schools in

standardized Malay and used atlases which depicted the entire East Indies colony as a single geographic

unit.7 The experience of government-run schooling helped formulate a sense of unity among the disparate

communities in the colony, educated a class of eventual nationalist leaders, and introduced Indonesian

students to a standardized, more expansive alternative to traditional Islamic schooling. By exposing

7 Jean Gelman Taylor, “Kartini in Her Historical Context,” 288.
6 Robert Cribb and Colin Brown, Modern Indonesia: A History Since 1945, 9.
5 Ibid.
4 Mary S. Heidhues, Southeast Asia: A Concise History, 125.
3 Daniel S. Lev, “Colonial Law and the Genesis of the Indonesian State,” 58.
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indigenous inhabitants of the East Indies to new ideas and creating unifying institutions under the colonial

structure, the Netherlands unintentionally fertilized the seeds of desire for Indonesian independence.

Nevertheless, discontent and desire to modernize were not sufficient conditions for the rise of an

independence movement, as can be seen through the pro-European, anti-nationalism  of elite modernists

such as Raden Adjeng Kartini. Daughter of a Javanese regent, the fact that Kartini attended school outside

of the home each day and learned Dutch violated Javanese custom concerning the behavior of women,

despite the fact that the quality of her education paled in comparison to that of her older brothers, who

attended the Hoogere-Burger School and studied abroad in the Netherlands.8 Corresponding with a Dutch

woman named Stella Zeehandelaar in May 1899, Kartini explained her frustration at being “fettered by

[Java’s] ancient traditions” regarding the role of women and argued that she belonged not to “the Indian

world, but to that of my pale sisters who are struggling forward in the distant west.”9 Kartini’s regular

correspondence with Dutch women led her to become exposed to modern, feminist ideals. However,

unlike Mohammed Hatta, who sought to use his Western education to modernize Indonesia, Kartini’s

proximity to Western culture prompted a desire for transnational feminist solidarity and reform rather than

an inclination towards unity with her own Javanese people or with the people of the East Indies colony

more generally. Despite retroactive attempts by Sukarno to rhetorically transform her into a nationalist

hero, Pramoedya argues that Kartini may have been Indonesia’s first modern thinker due to her unique

historical positioning at the temporal nexus between the Ethical Policy and the first stirrings of Indonesian

nationalism, but she never envisioned a single, united, independent Indonesian state.10 While Dutch

colonialism in the East Indies did introduce the indigenous inhabitants to Western ideas and customs

which many Indonesians sought to emulate for themselves, this desire for change did not necessarily

translate into support for the independence movement.

Support for nationalism and communism in Indonesia were closely linked for much of the early twentieth

century, but the Indonesian Communist Party’s (PKI) strategic distancing from the PNI and the

suppression of the PKI by Dutch colonial forces in 1927 led many of its supporters to accept nationalism

as an alternative vision of reform. Communism’s regard for Indonesian peasants as undisputed victims of

colonial rule was more appealing to some peasants than the more conservative view of modernizing

nationalists such as Hatta who couched Dutch oppression with the assurance that Indonesians could

benefit from collaboration with their colonizers.11 The fact that the PKI remained prominent enough in

independent Indonesia to garner the fourth-highest number of votes in the 1955 elections even after being

totally suppressed by Dutch colonial authorities in 1927 demonstrates the popularity of communist

11 Cribb and Brown, Modern Indonesia, 10.
10 Danilyn Rutherford, “Unpacking a National Heroine: Two Kartinis and Their People,” 34.
9 Ibid, 31.
8 Raden Adjeng Kartini, Letters from a Javanese Princess, 32.
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sentiment in Indonesian society, especially in the rural hinterlands where most of the population resided.12

Indonesian communists and nationalists momentarily cooperated in the 1920s, but after the decimation of

the Chinese Communist Party by the Chinese Nationalist Party in 1927, the PKI received instruction from

Comintern (the international organisation of communist parties) to prioritize class struggle over strategic

alliances or national solidarity, and the PNI and PKI’s collaboration ceased.13 It was perhaps this

selectivity and the lack of a powerful, unifying leader that prevented the Communist Party from

reemerging as a dominant force before the end of WWII, when Indonesian nationalists had already

solidified their hold on power. The relative weakness of the PKI in relation to the PNI during WWII

significantly affected the outcome of the struggle over leadership of the Indonesian independence

movement, resulting in the political dominance of Sukarno’s Nationalist Party.

The nationalists also deftly navigated the controversial religious terrain in Indonesia, where Islamic

nationalist movements were common and may have come to lead anti-colonial resistance were it not for

Dutch resistance and their staunch commitment to the specific political aim of achieving pure Islamic

society. Founded in 1912, Sarekat Islam became the first mass-based movement in Indonesia, and had

committed itself to driving out the Dutch by 1917. However, when its purist Islamic leadership became

concerned about the growing influence of communists and radicals in the organization around 1921-1922,

it split into Islamic and leftist factions and gradually lost its influence in nationalist negotiations after the

Dutch expelled its leaders from the islands.14 Darul Islam and its militant wing, the “Islamic Armies of

God” amassed a significant following by taking a more radical approach; Darul Islam rejected Dutch

sympathizers and Indonesian nationalists alike in favor of an entirely Muslim-ruled society.15 The Islamic

Armies of God continued to fight against the National Army of Indonesia in pursuit of this goal even after

Sukarno had declared Indonesia an independent republic.16 The ambition of Muslim groups to shape

Indonesian independence was evident even at the 1928 Second Youth Congress, where the PNI

committed itself to a unified struggle for independence and established a national anthem, flag, and

language, but the Jong Islamieten Bond youth organization refused to endorse the “Youth Oath” because

of its overly secular content.17 Islam was a powerful force in the East Indies, but was so adamant in its

commitment to the prominence of Islam in any future Indonesian state that it was unable to amass enough

popular support to spearhead the independence movement.

17 Leo Suryadinata, “Indonesian Nationalism and the Pre-War Youth Movement: A Reexamination,” 109.
16 Ibid.
15 Taylor, “Kartini in Her Historical Context,” 301.
14 Ibid, 51.
13 Clive J. Christie, Southeast Asia in the Twentieth Century, 53.
12 Ibid, 12.
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Amidst the extremely diverse and socially divided population of the Dutch East Indies, much of the

success of Indonesia’s nationalist movement may be attributed to the strategic, charismatic personality of

Sukarno, who was able to unite individuals across class, cultural, and religious borders. By invoking

Indonesia’s “grandiose past, its ‘dark present,’ and the promises of a shining, beckoning future,” Sukarno

appealed to Saminist peasants and priyayi alike, asserting that an independent Indonesia,

Indonesia-Merdeka, was not only desirable but was a prerequisite for modernization.18 Despite the fact

that he had only founded the PNI in 1927, Sukarno cited a struggle for independence that dated back

“hundreds of years” in his Proclamation of Independence on August 17 th, 1945.19 Sukarno’s rhetorical

strategy also involved amassing class-based appeals, anti-Dutch sentiment, and a desire for progressive

reform and uniting them into one movement, thereby thwarting the Netherlands’ attempts to divide the

Indonesian people along class and ethnic lines. Sukarno’s charismatic personality and ability to connect

disparate interests made him a more widely sympathetic leader than Hatta, who had been educated in

Rotterdam and was more agreeable to a possible alliance with the Dutch, as well as to the controversial

option of favoring Islam in the Indonesian constitution.20 “The most dynamic political thinker in the

colony” according to Cribb and Brown, Sukarno drew common grievances from communist and Islamic

resistance movements and profited off of the suppression of those movements to gain support for an

admittedly ambiguous form of nationalism.21 For example, by introducing the Pancasila, five principles

Sukarno argued were shared by all Indonesians, into the Jakarta Charter at a meeting of the Preparatory

Committee for Indonesian Independence, Sukarno reconciled opposing interests over the role of Islam in

the nationalist movement and was uniquely able to amass popular support for an independent Indonesia

where inhabitants of the islands had scarcely thought of Indonesian solidarity as a possibility twenty years

before.22

Despite Sukarno’s strengths and the shortcomings of other resistance movements, Indonesian nationalists

may not have ended up center-stage in the independence movement were it not for their ability to take

advantage of the weakening and defeat of each of their colonial oppressors by other world powers.

Although Indonesians would fight a war of independence against the returning Dutch for four years after

Sukarno officially declared independence from Japan on August 17 th, 1945, this very act would not have

been able to occur had the Japanese not driven the Dutch off of the archipelago in 1942.23 The Dutch had

been ruthless in crushing all forms of resistance to their rule, including the PKI in 1927, and had even

exiled Sukarno in 1930, so it is worth examining how the vague yet influential nationalist movement was

23 Kahin, “Sukarno’s Proclamation of Indonesian Independence,” 2.
22 Ibid, 15.
21 Cribb and Brown, Modern Indonesia, 11.
20 Cribb and Brown, Modern Indonesia, 10.
19 George Mct. Kahin, “Sukarno’s Proclamation of Indonesian Independence,” 2.
18 Harry J. Benda and John A. Larkin, “Sukarno Accuses,” in The World of Southeast Asia, 192.
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able to resurface and rise to absolute prominence by the end of WWII. Neither the Dutch nor the Japanese

had planned to permit Indonesian independence, but as WWII dragged on, the colony became

increasingly burdensome on Japan’s already-pressured finances, and in September 1944 Tokyo was forced

to promise gradual Indonesian independence di kemudian hari, in the future.24 Fortunately for the PNI,

however, Sukarno, Hatta, and Radjiman were selected by Japanese officials to lead the Indonesian

preparatory council, demonstrating how instrumental Japanese decision-making was in ensuring the

survival and advancement of Indonesian nationalism over and above communist and Islamic

alternatives.25 The expulsion of the Dutch by Japan in 1942 and gradual crippling of Japan by the Allied

powers in 1944 and 1945 were absolutely essential to the ability of any faction of the Indonesian

independence movement to make headway against their exponentially more powerful and well-resourced

colonial overlords. Tokyo’s affinity for Sukarno was likewise indispensable in the nationalist leader’s

ability to maintain and accumulate power during WWII and eventually become President of the

independent Indonesian republic by 1945.

While decades of exploitation by the Dutch and three years of abuse by Japan combined with a

heightened familiarity with “modern” social, political, and institutional ideals contributed greatly to the

growth of the Indonesian independence movement, these factors are not sufficient in themselves to

explain the success of Indonesian nationalism. In an extremely diverse, disparate society, the class-based

appeals of communism or religious appeals of Muslim organizations may well have predominated. In

some sense, nationalists came to spearhead the independence movement because their plural, imprecise

platform was seen a less direct threat to colonial rule than Indonesian Communism and Islamist

movements, which were more resolute in obtaining their specific political goals. The ability of Sukarno to

reconcile the desires of disparate groups was crucial in this end. That said, it was the eventual defeat of

each colonial power by other major world powers that allowed Indonesian nationalists the chance to

steadily advance such that Sukarno could in 1945 declare himself President of an independent Indonesia.

25 Ibid, 306.
24 H.J. De Graff, “The Indonesian Declaration of Independence 17th August 1945,” 305.
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